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St Lawrence Wetlands Weekend ……………………………………………. .. 11th-13th June

Walkers preparing to ascend one of the Marling Spikes on a
damp Easter Saturday. The 9 of us who participated had an
awesome walk.
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From the Editor
I approaches, just a reminder to all that memberships become due at the end of June for all club members.
As May
Thanks to everyone who has put their hand up to lead a walk and also thanks for the write ups which have come in
as many members enjoy reading them.
Have a great month everyone and hopefully the weather will now settle into a nice pattern for walking.

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
mackay.bushwalkers@gmail.com
prior to 25th May

Key to Walks Grading System
Distance

Terrain

S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Difficulty

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
8-10 = Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling, 8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only
thick scrub, major rock scrambling using hands, technical

Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag before
undertaking your walk and return it as soon as possible afterwards
Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks before 12.00pm the day
before the walk unless otherwise stated.
Sunday 2nd May

Cape Hillsborough to Smalleys Beach Walk
Sunday 9th May

To be advised. Keep an eye on the Facebook
Group.

Leader: Deb Wilson 0400319078 (Phone or
Text is fine)
Depart: 7am.
Journey: 100 kms: $10.00 which includes car
shuffle.
Grade: M55.
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continue up over the top and descend down
through rainforest to Smalleys Beach.

Estimated walking time: 5 hours. Total of all
uphill sections: 200m. Pace: slow to allow an
opportunity for new walkers and slower walkers
to come along. Terrain: very uneven.
Vegetation: open woodland, long grass, grass
trees, rainforest, some moonlighter on the
track, some mangroves on way out at Smalleys
end. Expect: taped rough track, some steep
slopes, amazingly beautiful ocean views,
insects, gullies, and could be hot weather
conditions in open sections.

The journey will take us through a variety of
landscapes and vegetation types. The degree
of difficulty varies quite a lot as well, with some
fairly level sections, steep climbs, and steep
descents. There are some loose dirt and rocky
sections and some easy gully crossings. But on
the whole it will not be too demanding. Please
carry enough water for the day, remember
food, insect repellent, hats, sunblock,
sunglasses or other eye protection is
recommended for the sharp ends of the grass
trees. This walk has always been traditionally
done by the club from Smalleys Beach to Cape
Hillsborough. Having a change this time and
swapping it around.

This will be a through walk which will include a
car shuffle. We will start from the Cape
Hillsborough carpark, walk along a paved track,
until we come to the place where we start to
ascend, and see beautiful coastal scenery. We
will be taking a detour to Cathedral Cave, then
Scenic Shoal Point
Sunday 16th May

staircases and sandy tracks, before exploring
Nautilus Park and then the lake area in Shoal
Point Waters. At this point, participants who
wish to leave early will be a short walk from the
cars.

Leader: Carole Weekes (49546108)
Departure: 7.30 from Shoal Point Park,
Denman Avenue, Shoal Point
Journey: N/A as we will meet at start of walk,
not in town
Grade: L33

After lunch, Bucasia will be on the agenda,
incorporating both beach and walkway. We will
cover as many kilometres as the group is
comfortable with, and then return to Shoal Point
at the conclusion of the outing. We may not
walk as far as Eimeo Creek, but conditions on
the day will dictate this. There is flexibility built
into this walk, so choose your distance - 6, 10,
or 16 kms.

Please note starting time and place is 7.30am
from Shoal Point Park.
Estimated walking time: 6 hrs. Total of all
uphill: 60 m Pace: average Terrain: beach,
rocks, sand, parkland, pathways, dirt road.
Vegetation: grass, scrub, open forest,
mangroves. Expect: open and shaded
sections, staircases, Insects, plenty of variety,
and scenic views.

(PLEASE REMEMBER 7.30 START FROM
SHOAL POINT FOR THIS ONE.)

Induction 6.30pm General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 19th May

This is a revised version of our creek to creek
walk, with a couple of new inclusions, and not
too many omissions. To suit the tide, we will
begin by walking from the picnic area along the
beach to the mouth of Reliance Creek, and
then return via beach and dirt road. Next, we
will head south moving between beach and
parkland along O’Brien Esplanade, using

Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome.
Induction run by Bruce and Deb.
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Mt Blackwood
Sunday 23rd May

Mt Dalrymple (Western Trail)
Sunday 30th May

Leader: Deb Wilson 0400319078 (Phone or
Text is fine)
Depart: 7am.
Journey: 50kms: $5.00.
Grade: L13

Leader: Deb Wilson 0400319078 (Phone or
Text is fine)
Co Leader/Navigator: Bruce Pownall
Depart: 6am
Journey: 200km $20.00
Grade: L78
Map Ref: Mirani 704738

Estimated walking time: 5 hours. Total of all
uphill sections: 450m approximately. Pace:
Walk at your own pace the aim is to eventually
arrive at the summit. Terrain: easy bitumen
sealed road

Estimated walking time: 8 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 500m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain forest
Expect: much steep slopes, steep scrambles,
some rock hopping, leeches.

Parking on the day will be in the parking area
opposite the house. Mt Blackwood is an
approximately 9 km track, located near
Kuttabul, situated in the Pioneer Peaks
National Park. Mt Blackwood is home to the
Mount Blackwood Holly, a species of shrub
endemic to the area. The track is on a sealed
service road used to maintain the infrastructure
at the top. Climb is steep in some sections and
flat in between. Views are to be seen on the
way up and on the way down. Tropical
rainforest terrain is bordering the road around
the top of the mountain. There is wildlife and if
you are quiet you may see some, as well as an
array of bird life. Mt Blackwood is a challenge
and a great workout. Please carry water, food,
hat, insect repellent, sunblock. You are
welcome to either phone or text, to nominate
for this walk.

Mt Dalrymple is the highest mountain in the
Mackay district and on a good day offers the
best views in the area. The area from
Proserpine to Sarina and the Whitsunday
Islands and the Pioneer Valley are all visible.
This is a long and strenuous walk, with plenty
of steep ups and downs and although there is
no need to rush, walkers need to be able to
walk at a steady pace for the whole day.
Please note the early 6am start time.

St Lawrence Wetlands Weekend
11th -13th June
This is always an interesting weekend with lots
of variety.
Further details will come closer to the date of
the event.
In the meantime please refer to the event
website:
https://www.isaac.qld.gov.au/community/wetlan
ds-weekend
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Previous Activities
The Diggings Backpack Camp
Saturday 27th & Sunday 28th March
14 people came out of the woodwork for this camp and showed up bright eyed and bushy tailed at the
car park with a mixed assortment of packs and gear. Prior to the camp a few concerns were running
through my mind: Would it just be too hot for walking with a big pack, would the walk be long enough?
My concerns proved futile as the weather really
turned it on for us. Yes, it was hot walking to the
Diggings, especially up the hills but nowhere near
as bad as I had been expecting. The group got
along exceedingly well and despite the ups, chatter
and laughter continued the entire distance.
On arriving at the Diggings camp ground most
removed boots before crossing the creek. We took
our time setting up camp, making cuppas and
having lunch before we headed off along the creek
to the waterfall. As promised it was pumping and looking spectacular. Most of us soon shed our outer
gear and jumped in to enjoy.
Back to camp to laze around, compare notes on
gear and generally chill before cooking dinner and
sitting around the campfire – thanks Garry for
bringing along the wood.
Sunday morning saw us taking our time over
breakfast before heading off to look at a couple of
old gold mines. Alas no pickings were to be had.
Another swim was calling us so we took Ian’s
shortcut down a ridge to the waterfall but this time
most of us opted to swim in another pool for variety.
Back to camp we headed to pack our bags and for
the return walk to the cars. A Cri Pie was calling
some of us so I put it out to everyone and was
pleased that all 14 of us came to the Finch Hatton
Pub on the way home. It rounded the weekend off
nicely.
I would like to thank everyone who came along for
your awesome company and making the weekend
so much fun. Also thanks to Garry for bringing
drums of freshwater along and saving people from
resorting to creek water.
Jenny
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St Helens Beach
Sunday 11th April
Thanks to Daphne and Clive for leading the town walkers out to St Helen’s Beach. Due to a high
morning tide we had a later start to our day. I had the pleasure of welcoming two new members, Deb
and Geoff on their first club walk.
A variety of different terrains were covered
throughout the day. The walk started with a ramble
through long grass, vines, sharp scratchy vegetation,
fallen trees and scrub through Skull Knob
Conservation area, coming out onto a cleared grass
track, which led to the beach. Lunch was had at the
park, some sitting at a table, others resting on a
shady grass area. The main activity at lunchtime was
removing grass seeds from socks and trousers.
Hopefully they have all been removed by now, sorry
for that everyone.
We then continued on along the beach to rock
hop around carpet snake island. More rock
hopping along the beach and a visit to the boat
ramp. Continuing further down a dirt road,
along the beach through mangroves, to view an
old growth mangrove forest. A rest on rocks
under shady trees, a cup of coffee for some,
continuing back along the beach to the parked
cars.
Although it was a hot day, it was a very
pleasant day enjoyed with good company.
Deb
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Blacks Beach Social Walk
26th April 2021
A wonderful, overcast day for this walk. 9 people turned up mid-afternoon for a
relaxing walk in perfect weather.
The initial walk along the beach was into a stiff breeze, making conversation
difficult, but once in to the coastal scrub section the wind was gone and it was
lovely and cool under the trees. Best of all, there were no mosquitos!!
By the time we had a meander along the mouth of McReady’s creek and returned
to the beach, the wind had dropped, and the sand, firm after a high tide, made for
easy walking.
Most of the walkers opted not to stay for the BBQ, but the 5 of us who stayed
enjoyed perfect conditions (still no mossies!!) for eating by the light of the rising
moon.
Thanks Garry for turning up for the BBQ and becoming chief cook, and Edie and
Penny for the photos.
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